KANNUR UNIVERSITY
(Abstract)

Regulation for Post Graduate Diploma in counselling psychology (pGDCp) clause
"Minimum marks for a pass" - deletion of the sentence "and it will be a second class,' Sanctioned- Orders issued

Academic Branch
No. Acad,/ C2 I 5304/2Ol 4

Read:

Civil Station P.O, Dated:21

107 /2019

1. U.O of Even No_ dated 1o/02/2oL7
2. E-Mail from Dr.

S

Vinod Kumar, Chairman BoS, psychology (Cdl dated

O4/O7

/2OLg

3. The order of the Vice- Chancellor dated 19/07 /ZOI9

ORDER

1.

The Regulation, Scheme and Syllabus of post Graduate Diploma in
counselling Psychology (PGDCP) was implemented in the University vide the reference
cited (1) above. Under the Heading 'Minimum Marks for a pass" (page No.3)of the
regulation, it was stipulated that "Minimum marks for pass is 50% separately for all papers,
practical and viva voce (intemal and extemal combined) and it will be a second class. The
general rules and regulations of Diploma Programmes of the University will be followed
in
the case of reappearance, improvement, supplementary exam etc. There will not be rankine
and classilication of marks/results',.

2.

As there is a contradiction in the wordings "and it will be a second class', in
the flrst part and there will not be ranking and classification of marks/results. in second part,

the chairman Board of studies in psychology(cd) , vide the paper read (2) ubou,
recommended to delete the wordings "and it will be a second class,,under
the heading
Minimum marks for pass from the Regulation of pGDCp course implemented in the
University w.e.f 2017.

3.

The Vice-Chancellor after considering the matter in detail and in exercise of
the powers of the Academic council conferred under Section l1(l) of Kannur
university Act
1996 , accorded sanction to amend the regulation by deleting the sentence ,,and
it will be a
second class" under the subtitle minimum marks for a pass from the Regulation implemented
w.e.f 2017 admission.

4.

After Amendment the clause Minimum Marks for pass of the Regulation
PGDCP will be read as follows.

of

"Minimum marks for a pass is 507o separately for all papers, practical and viva
voce (internal and external combined). The general rules and regulations of Diploma

Programmes of the university will be followed in the case of reappearauce,
improvement, supplementary exam etc. There will not be ranking and classification of
marks/results".
Orders are issued accordingly
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